Case study
Interior design at swissQprint, Kriessern, Switzerland
Wallpapers and individual images on MDF decorate the walls of swissQprint headquarters in Kriessern.
The motifs: Swiss landscapes, from the mellow to the spectacular, photographed exclusively for the
purpose. The composition: meticulously performed by a design team. The printing: done by a Nyala LED.
Producing the picture trios
For these picture trios, a joiner produced
MDF panels with black oiled edges in
three different formats. Each panel was
printed on a Nyala LED at swissQprint
and then returned to the joiner, who added
a rear substructure to make it project out
from the wall. Equipped with assembly jigs
and detailed plans, the joinery team
finally mounted the pictures at their designated spots.

Producing the wallpapers
A swissQprint application specialist prepared the XXL images in-house and
then printed them on high-grade wallpaper rolls. Careful preparation was crucial
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Selection and composition
At the finish, a total of 4280 photos were
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than satisfied: “Not only can we show
guests arriving here something of
Switzerland, we can also present a concrete project idea.” Direct printing on
wood, wallpaper and other interior design
elements is just one of many applications covered by swissQprint large
format printers.

application engineer, using the RIP
assembly guide. High-quality wallpaper
with glass fibre reinforcement was
used: dimensionally stable and ideal for
UV direct printing. The paperhanger
confirms that it is also easy to clean,
leaving no residue. But what impressed
him most was the uniformity of the
edge to edge printing – and this coming
from someone who, after many years
of wallpapering for museums, has doubtless seen plenty of impressive things
already.

The stunning result
swissQprint staff are just as enthusiastic
as the project team and the craftsmen.
“The result is stunning,” says an astonished
employee. CEO Reto Eicher is also more

Meticulously matched picture trios printed on MDF panels complement full-surface murals.
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